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Abstract—Due to their potential to deliver increased performance over single-core processors, multi-core processors have
become mainstream in processor design. Computation-intensive
real-time systems must exploit intra-task parallelism to take full
advantage of multi-core processing. However, existing results in
real-time scheduling of parallel tasks focus on restrictive task
models such as the synchronous model where a task is a sequence
of alternating parallel and sequential segments, and parallel
segments have threads of execution that are of equal length. In
this paper, we address a general model for deterministic parallel
tasks, where a task is represented as a DAG with different nodes
having different execution requirements. We make several key
contributions towards both preemptive and non-preemptive realtime scheduling of DAG tasks on multi-core processors. First, we
propose a task decomposition that splits a DAG into sequential
tasks. Second, we prove that parallel tasks, upon decomposition,
can be scheduled using preemptive global EDF with a resource
augmentation bound of 4. This bound is as good as the best
known bound for more restrictive models, and is the ﬁrst for
a general DAG model. Third, we prove that the decomposition
has a resource augmentation bound of 4 plus a non-preemption
overhead for non-preemptive global EDF scheduling. To our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst resource augmentation bound for nonpreemptive scheduling of parallel tasks. Through simulations, we
demonstrate that the achieved bounds are safe and sufﬁcient.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to slowing down of the rate of increase of clock
frequencies, most processor chip manufacturers have recently
moved to increasing performance of processors by increasing
the number of cores on each chip. Intel’s 80-core Teraﬂops
Research Chip [1], Tilera’s 100-core TILE-Gx processor,
AMD’s 12-core Opteron processor [2], and a 96-core processor
developed by ClearSpeed [3] are some notable examples
of multi-core chips. With the rapid evolution of multi-core
processor technology, however, real-time system software and
programming models have failed to keep pace. In particular,
most classic results in real time scheduling concentrate on
sequential tasks running on multiple processors or cores [4].
While these systems allow many tasks to execute on the same
multi-core host, they do not allow an individual task to run
any faster on a multi-core machine than on a single-core one.
If we want to scale the capabilities of individual tasks with
the number of cores, it is essential to develop new approaches
for tasks with intra-task parallelism, where real-time tasks
themselves are parallel tasks which can utilize multiple cores
at the same time. Such intra-task parallelism may enable more
stringent timing guarantees for complex real-time systems
that require heavy computation such as video surveillance,

computer vision, radar tracking, and hybrid real-time structural
testing [5] whose stringent timing constraints are difﬁcult to
meet on traditional single-core processors.
There has been some recent work on real-time scheduling
for parallel tasks, but it has been mostly restricted to the synchronous task model [6], [7]. In the synchronous model, each
task consists of a sequence of segments with synchronization
points at the end of each segment. In addition, each segment
of a task contains threads of execution that are of equal length.
For such synchronous tasks, our previous result [6] proves a
resource augmentation bound of 4.
While the synchronous task model represents the kind of
tasks generated by the parallel for loop construct that is
common to many parallel languages such as OpenMP [8]
and CilkPlus [9], most parallel languages also have other
constructs for generating parallel programs, notably fork-join
constructs. A program that uses fork-join constructs will
generate a non-synchronous task, generally represented as a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where each thread (sequence
of instructions) is a node and edges represent dependencies
between threads. Our previous work [6] considers a restricted
version of the DAG model, where each node (thread) requires
unit computation. For the unit-node DAG model, the scheduler
ﬁrst converts each task to a synchronous task, and then applies
the analysis followed for a synchronous model.
All previous work on parallel real-time tasks considers preemptive scheduling, where threads are allowed to preempt each
other in the middle of execution. While this is a reasonable
model, preemption can often be a high-overhead operation
since it often involves a system call and a context switch.
An alternative scheduling model is to consider node-level nonpreemptive scheduling (simply called non-preemptive scheduling in this paper), where once the execution of a particular
node (thread) starts, the thread cannot be preempted by any
other thread. Most parallel languages and libraries have yield
points at the end of threads (nodes of the DAG), allowing lowcost, user-space preemption at these yield points. For these
languages and libraries, schedulers that require preemption
only when threads end (in other words, where threads do not
preempt each other) can be implemented entirely in user-space
(without interaction with the kernel), and therefore have low
overheads. In addition, this model also has cache beneﬁts.
In this paper, we generalize the previous work in two
ways. First, we consider a general task model, where tasks
are represented by general DAGs where threads (nodes) can

have arbitrary execution requirements. Second, we address
both preemptive and node-level non-preemptive scheduling for
these DAGs. Note that if the decomposition proposed in [6]
for unit-node DAG is applied to a general DAG, every thread
(node) will further spilt into smaller threads. Since all subtasks
of a segment synchronize at its end, there is no easy way of
assuring non-preemption of a thread. In particular, this paper
makes the following contributions.
• We propose a novel task decomposition to transform
the nodes of a general DAG into sequential tasks.
This decomposition does not convert non-synchronous
tasks to synchronous tasks and therefore, unlike that
in [6], it does not require splitting threads into shorter
threads. Hence, our proposed decomposition allows nonpreemptive scheduling, where threads (nodes of the DAG)
are never preempted.
• We prove that parallel tasks in the general DAG model,
upon decomposition, can be scheduled using preemptive
global EDF with a resource augmentation bound of 4.
This bound is as good as the best known bound for more
restrictive models [6] and, to our knowledge, is the ﬁrst
for a general DAG model.
• We prove that the proposed decomposition requires a
resource augmentation bound of 4 plus a non-preemption
overhead of the tasks when using non-preemptive global
EDF scheduling. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst bound
for non-preemptive scheduling of parallel real-time tasks.
• Our preliminary, short-scale simulations indicate that the
bounds are safe. For most task sets, the resource augmentation required is at most 2 for preemptive scheduling and
3 for non-preemptive scheduling, which is signiﬁcantly
smaller than theoretical bound.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III describes the task model.
Section IV presents the new task decomposition. Sections V
and VI present analyses for preemptive and non-preemptive
global EDF scheduling, respectively. Section VII presents the
simulation results. Section VIII offers conclusions.

without resource augmentation [23]. Some early work makes
simplifying assumptions about task models [24]–[28]. For
example, [24]–[26] address the scheduling of malleable tasks,
where tasks can execute on varying number of processors
without loss in efﬁciency. The study in [27] considers nonpreemptive EDF scheduling of moldable tasks, where the
actual number of processors used by a particular task is
determined before starting the system and remains unchanged.
Gang EDF scheduling [28] of moldable parallel tasks requires
users to select (at submission time) a ﬁxed number of processors upon which their task will run, and the task must then
always use that number of threads.
Recently, preemptive real-time scheduling has been studied in [6], [7] for synchronous parallel tasks with implicit
deadlines. In [7], every task is an alternate sequence of
parallel and sequential segments with each parallel segment
consisting of multiple threads of equal length that synchronize
at the end of the segment. All parallel segments in a task
have an equal number of threads which cannot exceed the
number of processor cores. It transforms every thread to a
subtask, and proves a resource augmentation bound of 3.42
under partitioned Deadline Monotonic (DM) scheduling. For
the synchronous model with arbitrary numbers of threads in
segments, our earlier work in [6] proves a resource augmentation bound of 4 and 5 for global EDF and partitioned
DM scheduling, respectively. For the unit-node DAG model
where each node has unit execution requirement, this approach
converts each task to a synchronous task, and then applies the
same approach.
In this paper, we consider a more general model of deterministic parallel real-time tasks where each task is modeled
as a DAG, and different nodes of the DAG may have different execution requirements. For preemptive scheduling, in
particular, we prove the same resource augmentation bound
of 4 as [6]. In addition, we consider non-preemptive global
EDF scheduling, and prove a resource augmentation bound
which, to our knowledge, is the ﬁrst bound for non-preemptive
scheduling of parallel tasks.

II. R ELATED W ORK

III. PARALLEL TASK M ODEL

There has been a substantial amount of work on traditional
multiprocessor real-time scheduling focused on sequential
tasks [4]. Some work has addressed scheduling for parallel
tasks [10]–[16], but it does not consider task deadlines. Soft
real-time scheduling (where the goal is to meet a certain
subset of deadlines based on application-speciﬁc criteria) has
been studied for various parallel task models and for various
optimization criteria [17]–[22]. For example, many investigations [17]–[20] focus on cache performance for multithreaded
tasks, where the number of parallel threads in a task cannot exceed the number of cores. Others consider task models where
a task is executed on up to a given number of processors, and
focus on metrics such as the makespan [21] and total work
done by tasks that meet their deadlines [22].
Hard real-time scheduling (where the goal is to meet all
task deadlines) is intractable for most cases of parallel tasks

We consider n periodic parallel tasks to be scheduled on a
multi-core platform consisting of m identical cores. The task
set is represented by τ = {τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τn }. Each task τi , 1 ≤
i ≤ n, is represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
where the nodes stand for different execution requirements,
and the edges represent dependencies between the nodes.
A node in τi is denoted by Wij , 1 ≤ j ≤ ni , with ni being
the total number of nodes in τi . The execution requirement of
node Wij is denoted by Eij . A directed edge from node Wij to
node Wik , denoted as Wij → Wik , implies that the execution
of Wik cannot start unless Wij has ﬁnished execution. Wij , in
this case, is called a parent of Wik , while Wik is its child. A
node may have 0 or more parents or children. A node can start
execution only after all of its parents have ﬁnished execution.
Figure 1 shows a task τi with ni = 10 nodes.
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processor core has speed ν. For τi with ni nodes, each with
execution requirement Eij , Ci and Ci,ν are expressed as
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For task τi , the critical path length, denoted by Pi , is
the sum of execution requirements of the nodes on a critical
path. A critical path is a directed path that has the maximum
execution requirement among all other paths in DAG τi . Thus,
Pi is the minimum execution time of task τi meaning that it
needs at least Pi time units on unit-speed processor cores even
when the number of cores m is inﬁnite. Therefore, its deadline
Ti (i.e., period) must be no less than Pi .

 

     
      

A parallel task τi represented as a DAG

The total execution requirement of τi is the sum of the
execution requirements of all of its nodes, and is denoted by
Ci (time units). The period of task τi is denoted by Ti . The
deadline Di of each task τi is considered implicit, i.e., Di =
Ti . Task set τ is said to be schedulable by algorithm A, if A
can schedule τ such that every τi ∈ τ can meet deadline Di .

T i ≥ Pi

(2)

We use Pi,ν to denote the critical path length of task τi on a
multi-core platform where each processor core has speed ν,
which is expressed as Pi,ν = Pνi .
The utilization ui of task τi , and the total utilization usum (τ )
for the set of n tasks τ are deﬁned as follows:
n

Ci
Ci
;
usum (τ ) =
ui =
Ti
T
i=1 i

IV. TASK D ECOMPOSITION
We consider scheduling parallel tasks by decomposing them
into sequential subtasks. This strategy allows us to leverage
existing schedulability analysis for multiprocessor scheduling
(both preemptive and non-preemptive). In this section, we
present the decomposition of a parallel task under general
DAG model. The method decomposes a task into nodes. Thus,
each node of a task becomes a sequential subtask with execution requirement equal to the execution requirement of the
node. All nodes of a DAG are assigned appropriate deadlines
and release offsets such that when they execute as individual
subtasks all dependencies among them in the DAG (i.e., in the
original task) are preserved. Thus, an implicit deadline DAG
is decomposed into a set of constrained deadline sequential
subtasks with each subtask corresponding to a node of the
DAG. We use the terms ‘subtask’ and ‘node’ interchangeably.
Note that for schedulability analysis of parallel tasks, conventional utilization bound approaches are not useful [6], [7].
Instead, determining a resource augmentation bound represents a promising approach [6], [7]. A resource augmentation
quantiﬁes how much we have to increase the processor (core)
speed, with respect to an optimal algorithm for the original
task set, to guarantee the schedulability of the decomposed
tasks. Analysis for bounding this value is mostly based on
the densities of the decomposed tasks. In the following, we
ﬁrst present terminology used in decomposition. Then, we
present the proposed technique for decomposition, followed
by a density analysis of the decomposed tasks.

If the total utilization usum is greater than m, then no algorithm
can schedule τ on m identical unit-speed processor cores.
The density δi of task τi , and the total density δsum (τ ) and
the maximum density δmax (τ ) for the task set τ are given by
n

δi =


Ci
; δsum (τ ) =
δi ; δmax (τ ) = max{δi |1 ≤ i ≤ n}
Di
i=1

The demand bound function (DBF) of a task τi is the largest
cumulative execution requirement of all jobs generated by τi
that have both arrival times and deadlines within a contiguous
interval of t time units. For τi , the DBF is given by
 

 
t − Di
DBF (τi , t) = max 0,
+ 1 Ci
(3)
Ti
Based on the DBF, the load of the set of n tasks τ , denoted
by λ(τ ), is deﬁned as follows
⎛ n
⎞
DBF (τi , t)
⎜ i=1
⎟
⎟
(4)
λ(τ ) = max ⎜
⎠
t>0 ⎝
t
B. Decomposition Technique
In our decomposition, each node of a task becomes an
individual sequential subtask with its own execution requirement and an assigned constrained deadline. To preserve the
dependencies in the original DAG, each node is assigned a
release offset. Since a node cannot start execution until all of
its parents ﬁnish, its release offset is equal to the maximum
sum of the release offset and deadline among its parents.
That is, a node starts after its latest parent ﬁnishes. The
(relative) deadlines of the nodes are assigned by distributing

A. Terminology
The execution requirement (i.e., the work) Ci of task τi is
the sum of the execution requirements of all nodes in τi . Thus,
Ci is the maximum execution time of task τi on a multi-core
platform where each processor core has unit speed. That is,
Ci is its execution time on a unit-speed single-core processor
if it is never preempted. We use Ci,ν to denote the maximum
execution time of task τi on a multi-core platform where each
3
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(a) τi∞ : a timing diagram for DAG τi (of Figure 1) when it executes on an inﬁnite number of processor cores
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(b) Slack distribution in τi

(a synchronous model with equal length threads in each segment for τi∞ )
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(c) Calculating offset and deadline for each node of τi by removing intermediate subdeadlines in the node determined in τi
Fig. 2. Decomposition of τi into nodes by assigning an offset and deadline to each node
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the available slack of the task. We calculate the slack for each
task considering a multi-core platform where each processor
core has speed 2. The slack for task τi , denoted by Li , is
deﬁned as the difference between its deadline and its critical
path length on 2-speed processor cores. That is,
Li = Di − Pi,2 = Ti − Pi,2 = Ti −

Pi
2

execution requirements. Later, the sum of slack of all parts of
a node is assigned to the node itself.
To identify the degree of parallelism for different portions
of a node based on τi∞ , we assign slack to a node in different
(consecutive) segments. In different segments of a node, the
task may have different degrees of parallelism. In τi∞ , starting
from the left, we draw a vertical line at every time instant
where a node starts or ends (as shown in Figure 2(b)). This is
done in linear time using a breadth-ﬁrst search over the DAG.
The vertical lines now split τi∞ into segments. For example, in
Figure 2(b), τi is split into 7 segments (numbered in increasing
order from left to right).
Once τi∞ is split into segments, each segment consists of
an equal amount of execution by the nodes that lie in the
segment. Parts of different nodes in the same segment can
now be thought of threads that can run in parallel, and the
threads in a segment can start only after those in the preceding
one ﬁnish. Such a model is thus similar to the synchronous
task model used in [6]. We denote this model by τisyn . We
ﬁrst assign slack to the segments, and ﬁnally we add all slack
assigned to different segments of a node to calculate its overall
slack. Note that τi is never converted to a synchronous model;
the procedure only identiﬁes segments to determine slack for
nodes, and does not decompose the task at this stage.
We distribute slack among the nodes based on the number
of threads and execution requirement of the segments where a
node lies in τisyn . We ﬁrst calculate slack for each segment. Let
τisyn be a sequence of si segments, where the j-th segment is
represented by eji , mji , with mji being the number of threads
in the segment, and eji being the execution requirement of
each thread in the segment (see Figure 2(b)). Since τisyn has
the same critical path and total execution requirements as those
of τi , we can now deﬁne Pi and Ci in terms of τisyn :

(5)

For task τi , the deadline and the offset assigned to node Wij
are denoted by Dij and Φji , respectively. Since we assign slack
considering 2-speed processor cores, deadline Dij and offset
Φji are also based on 2-speed processor cores. That is, these
deadlines may not necessarily be met on unit-speed processor
cores. Once appropriate values of Dij and Φji are determined
for each node Wij (respecting the dependencies in the DAG),
task τi is decomposed into nodes. Upon decomposition, the
dependencies in the DAG need not be considered, and each
node can execute as a traditional multiprocessor task. Hence,
the decomposition technique for τi boils down to determining
Dij and Φji for each node Wij .
We now present steps to determine Dij and Φji for each node
Wij of τi . Each step is also followed by an example using the
DAG τi of Figure 1. To do so, we assign an example execution
requirement Eij to each node Wij as Ei1 = 4, Ei2 = 2, Ei3 = 4,
Ei4 = 5, Ei5 = 3, Ei6 = 4, Ei7 = 2, Ei8 = 2, Ei9 = 3, Ei10 = 3.
This gives Ci = 32, and Pi = 14. Period Ti is set to 21.
First, we represent DAG τi as a timing diagram τi∞ (Figure 2(a)) that shows its execution time on inﬁnite number
of unit-speed processor cores. Speciﬁcally, τi∞ indicates the
earliest start time and the earliest ﬁnishing time of each node
when m = ∞. For any node Wij that has no parents, the
earliest start time and the earliest ﬁnishing time are 0 and
Eij , respectively. For every other node Wij , the earliest start
time is the latest ﬁnishing time among its parents, and the
earliest ﬁnishing time is Eij time units after that. For example,
in τi of Figure 1, nodes Wi1 , Wi2 , and Wi3 can start execution
at time 0, and their earliest ﬁnishing times are 4, 2, and 4,
respectively. Node Wi4 can start after Wi1 and Wi2 complete,
and ﬁnish after 5 time units at its earliest, and so on. Thus,
Figure 2(a) shows τi∞ of the DAG τi of Figure 1.
Next, based on τi∞ , the calculation of Dij and Φji (see
Figure 2(a)) for each node Wij involves the following two
steps. In Step 1, for each node, we distribute slack among
different parts of the node. In Step 2, the total slack assigned
to different parts of the node is assigned as the node’s slack.
1) Step 1 (slack distribution): In DAG τi , a node can
execute with different numbers of nodes in parallel at different
time. Such a degree of parallelism can be approximated based
on τi∞ . For example, in Figure 2(a), node Wi5 executes with
Wi1 and Wi3 in parallel for the ﬁrst 2 time units, and then
executes with Wi4 in parallel for the next time unit. In this way,
we ﬁrst identify the degrees of parallelism at different parts
of each node. Intuitively, the parts of a node that may execute
with a large number of nodes in parallel demand more slack.
Therefore, different parts of a node are assigned different
amounts of slack considering their degrees of parallelism and

Pi =

si

j=1

eji ;

Ci =

si

j=1

mji .eji

For every j-th segment of
we calculate a value dji , called
an intermediate subdeadline, so that the segment is assigned
ej
a slack value of dji − 2i . That is, each thread in the segment
τisyn ,
ej

ej

gets this “extra time” dji − 2i beyond its execution time 2i
on 2-speed processor cores. In the rest of Step 1, we calculate
the values dji based on the technique used in [6].
The total slack is Li (Equation 5). For every j-th segment,
a fraction fij of Li is determined so that each thread in the
ej
segment is assigned slack 2i fij , and intermediate subdeadline
ej
eji
ej
+ i fij = i (1 + fij )
(6)
2
2
2
The density of each thread on 2-speed cores then becomes
dji =
eji
2
dji

=

eji
2

eji
2 (1

+

fij )

=

1
1 + fij

Since any j-th segment consists of mji threads, the segment’s
mj
density on 2-speed processor cores is then 1+fi j .
i

5

2) Step 2 (calculating deadline and offset for nodes): We
have assigned intermediate subdeadlines to (the threads of)
each segment of τisyn in Step 1. Since a node may be split
into multiple (consecutive) segments in τisyn , now we have to
remove all intermediate subdeadlines of a node. Namely, we
add all intermediate subdeadlines of a node, and assign the
total as the node’s deadline.
Now let a node Wij of τi belong to segments k to r (1 ≤
k ≤ r ≤ si ) in τisyn . Therefore, the deadline Dij of node Wij
is calculated as follows (as shown in Figure 2(c)).

The segments with larger numbers of threads and with
longer threads are computation intensive, and demand more
slack. Therefore, for each j-th segment, we determine its slack
fraction fij by considering both mji and eji . Each j-th segment
Ci,2
with mji > Ti −P
is classiﬁed as a heavy segment while
i,2
other segments are called light segments. This leads us to two
different scenarios: when τisyn has no heavy segments, and
when τisyn has some heavy segments. Therefore, two different
approaches are followed for two scenarios to determine fij .
(a) When τisyn has no heavy segments: Since each segment
Ci,2
has a smaller number of threads (≤ Ti −P
), we only consider
i,2
the length of a thread in each segment, and assign the slack
proportionally among all segments. That is, for j-th segment,
fij =

Li
Pi,2

Dij = dki + dk+1
+ · · · + dri
i
Note that the execution requirement
Eij

(7)

1

=

1

m2,h
i
+ fi2,h

=

1

m3,h
i
+ fi3,h

= ··· =

1

sh ,h
mi i
sh ,h
+ fi i

− 1,

s


Pi,2

i
1
=
e
2 j=1 i,j

(8)

j
=
δi,2

∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ shi , where

and

(12)

Eij /2
Dij

=

+ · · · + eri )/2
(eki + ek+1
i
k+1
k
di + di + · · · + dri

(13)

Let τ dec be the set of all generated subtasks of all original
DAG tasks, and δmax,2 be the maximum density among all
subtasks in τ dec on 2-speed processor cores. By Equations 7
and 10, the value of the slack assigned to each subtask Wlj in

s


Ci,2

is

After decomposition, let τidec denote all subtasks (i.e., nodes)
that τi generates. Note that the densities of all such subtasks
comprise the density of τidec . Now we analyze the density
of τidec which will later be used to analyze schedulability (in
terms of resource augmentation bound) upon decomposition.
Let node Wij of τi belong to segments k to r (1 ≤ k ≤
r ≤ si ) in τisyn . Since Wij has been assigned deadline Dij , by
j
after decomposition on
Equations 11 and 12, its density δi,2
2-speed processor cores is

sh ,h

fij,h =

+ ··· +

eri

C. Density Analysis after Decomposition

e1,h
e2,h
e3,h
ei
sh ,h
i
.fi1,h + i .fi2,h + i .fi3,h + · · · + i .fi i = Li
2
2
2
2
(9)
Solving Equations 8 and 9 gives (see [6] for details):

− Pi,2
)

Ci,2 − Ci,2

of node

Now that we have assigned appropriate deadline Dij and
release offset Φji to each node Wij of τi , the DAG τi is now
decomposed into nodes. Each node Wij is now an individual
(sequential) multiprocessor subtask with an execution requirement Eij , a constrained deadline Dij , and a release offset Φji .
Figure 3(b) shows an example of decomposition of τi .

In addition, since all the slack is distributed among the heavy
segments, the following equality must hold.

mj,h
i (Ti

+

ek+1
i

(11)
Wij

Node Wij cannot start until all of its parents complete. Hence,
its release offset Φji is determined as follows (Figure 2(c)).

0; if Wij has no parent
j
Φi =
max{Φli + Dil |Wil is a parent of Wij }; otherwise.

Then, the intermediate subdeadline dji is given by Equation 6.
(b) When τisyn has some (or all) heavy segments: In this
case, no slack is assigned to the light segments. All available
slack Li is distributed among the heavy segments in a way so
that each heavy segment can achieve the same density.
Let τisyn have a total of shi heavy segments, each k-th heavy
k,h
h
segment denoted ek,h
i , mi , where 1 ≤ k ≤ si (superscript
h standing for ‘heavy’). Similarly, let it have a total of si light
j,
segments, each j-th light segment denoted ej,
i , mi , where

1 ≤ j ≤ si (superscript  standing for ‘light’). For any j-th
light segment, the slack fraction fij, = 0. For heavy ones,
slack fraction fij,h is determined so that
m1,h
i
+ fi1,h

=

eki

Eij

i
1
=
m .e
2 j=1 i,j i,j

τ dec is non-negative, i.e.,

Elj
2

≤ Dlj . Hence,

j
δmax,2 = max{δl,2
|Wlj is a subtask in τ dec } ≤ 1

Thus, for any j-th segment in τisyn , the slack fraction is
⎧
Ci,2
⎨0;
if mji ≤ Ti −P
i,2
j
j

fi = mi (Ti −Pi,2
(10)
)
Ci,2
j
⎩
− 1; if mi > Ti −Pi,2
Ci,2 −C 

τisyn

(14)

Note that we represent a DAG τi as
in Step 1. This
τisyn is a sequence of segments, each segment consisting of a
set of equal-length threads (see Figure 2(b)). As noted, τisyn is
exactly the same as the synchronous task model used in [6]. In
Step 1, we assign subdeadlines to different segments of τisyn
using the same approach as [6]. According to [6], τisyn can
be decomposed into threads as follows: each thread becomes

i,2

Then, intermediate subdeadline dji is given by Equation 6.
Figure 3(a) shows an example for calculating slacks for
different segments of τisyn when Ti = 21.
6
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(a) Calculating slacks for different segments of τi
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(b) Calculating deadline and offset for nodes of τi
An example for decomposition of τi (shown in Figure 1) when Ti = 21

the proposed decomposition. The density of τidec on 2-speed
i /2
.
processor cores is at most TiC−P
i /2

a sequential subtask; all threads of j-th segment are assigned
execution requirement eji , and deadline dji ; all threads of the
ﬁrst segment are assigned release offset 0, and those of any
.
other j-th segment are assigned offset d1i + d2i + · · · + dj−1
i
syn
after such
Theorem 1 states the density of τisyn denoted by δi,2
decomposition on 2-speed processor cores as proved in [6].

Proof: Since we decompose τi into nodes (i.e., subtasks),
the densities of all decomposed nodes Wij , 1 ≤ j ≤ ni ,
comprise the density of τidec . In Step 1, every node Wij of
τi is split into threads in different segments of τisyn , and each
thread is assigned an intermediate subdeadline. In Step 2, we
remove the intermediate subdeadlines in the node, and their
total is assigned as the node’s deadline. By Theorem 1, if we
decompose without removing the intermediate subdeadlines
in the nodes, then the density of τi after such decomposition
syn
i /2
≤ TiC−P
. Hence, it is
on 2-speed processor cores is δi,2
i /2
sufﬁcient to prove that removing intermediate subdeadlines in
the nodes does not increase the task’s overall density. That is,
j
(Equation 13) of
it is sufﬁcient to prove that the density δi,2
j
any node Wi after removing its intermediate subdeadlines is
j,syn
no greater than the density δi,2
that it had before removing

Theorem 1. (From [6]) If any τisyn , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is decomposed
syn
is the density of these
into threads in all segments, and if δi,2
syn
decomposed threads of τi on 2-speed processor cores, then
syn
i /2
δi,2
≤ TiC−P
.
i /2
Theorem 2 proves that, after our proposed decomposition of
syn
a DAG τi into nodes, its density remains no greater than δi,2
on 2-speed processors cores.
Theorem 2. Let a DAG τi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with period Ti ,
critical path length Pi , and maximum execution requirement
Ci be decomposed into subtasks (nodes) denoted τidec using
7

to schedule the task set on m identical unit-speed processor
cores, then A is guaranteed to successfully schedule it on an
m-core processor with each processor core being ν times as
fast as the original.
Our analysis hinges on a result (Theorem 4) for preemptive
global EDF scheduling of constrained deadline sporadic tasks
on traditional multiprocessor platform [30]. This result is a
generalization of the result for implicit deadline tasks [31].

its intermediate subdeadlines.
Let node Wij of τi be split into threads in segments k to r
(1 ≤ k ≤ r ≤ si ) in τisyn . Since the total density of any set of
tasks is an upper bound on its load (proven in [29]), the load
of the threads of Wij must be no greater than the total density
of these threads. Since each of these threads is executed only
once in the interval of Dij , by Equation 3, the DBF of the
thread, threadli , in segment l, k ≤ l ≤ r, in the interval Dij
on 2-speed processor cores is given by
DBF (threadli , Dij )

Theorem 4. (From [30]) Any constrained deadline sporadic
task set π with total density δsum (π) and maximum density
δmax (π) is schedulable using preemptive global EDF strategy
on m unit-speed processor cores if

el
= i
2

Therefore, using Equation 4, the load, denoted by λj,syn
i,2 , of
syn
j
the threads of Wi in τi on 2-speed cores for interval Dij is
λj,syn
i,2 ≥

ek
i
2

Dij

+

ek+1
i
2

Dij

+ ··· +

eri
2

Dij

=

Eij /2
Dij

δsum (π) ≤ m − (m − 1)δmax (π)
Since τ dec also consists of constrained deadline (sub)tasks
that are periodic (with offsets), the above result holds for
τ dec . We now use the results of density analysis from Subsection IV-C and prove in Theorem 5 that τ dec is guaranteed
to be schedulable with a resource augmentation of at most 4.
The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to the proof used in [6] .

j
= δi,2

j, syn
j, syn
j
Since δi,2
≥ λj,i,2syn , for any Wij , we have δi,2
≥ δi,2
.
dec
Let δsum,2 be the total density of all subtasks τ on 2-speed
processor cores. Then, from Theorem 2,

δsum,2 ≤

n


Ci /2
T
− Pi /2
i=1 i

Theorem 5. For any set of DAG model parallel tasks τ =
{τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τn }, let τ dec be the decomposed task set. If there
exists any algorithm that can schedule τ on m unit-speed
processor cores, then τ dec is schedulable under preemptive
global EDF on m processor cores, each of speed 4.

(15)

V. P REEMPTIVE G LOBAL EDF S CHEDULING
Once all DAG tasks are decomposed into nodes (i.e.,
subtasks), we consider scheduling the nodes. Since every node
after decomposition becomes a sequential multiprocessor task,
we schedule them using traditional multiprocessor scheduling
policies. In this section, we consider preemptive global Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) scheduling of the decomposed subtasks.

Proof: If τ is schedulable on m identical unit-speed
processor cores, the following condition must hold.
n

Ci
i=1

Lemma 3. For any set of DAG model parallel tasks τ =
{τ1 , · · · , τn }, let τ dec be the decomposed task set. If τ dec is
schedulable under some preemptive scheduling, then τ is also
preemptively schedulable.

Ti

≤m

(16)

We decompose tasks considering that each processor core
has speed 2. To be able to schedule the decomposed tasks τ dec ,
suppose we need to increase the speed of each core ν times
further. That is, we need each core to be of speed 2ν. On an
m-core platform where each core has speed 2ν, let the total
density and the maximum density of task set τ dec be denoted
by δsum,2ν and δmax,2ν , respectively. From 14, we have

Proof: In each τidec , a node (i.e., a subtask) is released
only after all of its parents ﬁnish execution. Hence, the precedence relations in original task τi are retained in τidec . Besides,
for each τidec , the deadline and the execution requirement
are the same as those of original task τi . Hence, if τ dec is
preemptively schedulable, then a preemptive schedule must
exist for τ where each task in τ meets its deadline.
To schedule the decomposed subtasks τ dec , the EDF policy
is the same as the traditional global EDF policy where jobs
with earlier absolute deadlines have higher priorities. Due to
the preemptive policy, a job can be suspended (preempted) at
any time by arriving higher-priority jobs, and is later resumed
with (in theory) no cost or penalty. Under preemptive global
EDF, we now present a schedulability analysis for τ dec in terms
of a resource augmentation bound which, by Lemma 3, is also
a sufﬁcient analysis for the original DAG task set τ . For a
task set, the resource augmentation bound ν of a scheduling
policy A on a multi-core processor with m cores represents
a processor speedup factor. That is, if there exists any way

δmax,2ν =

1
δmax,2
≤
ν
ν

(17)

Based on Equations 2 and 16, when each processor core is of
speed 2ν, the total density of τ dec can be written from 15 as
ν
≤
δsum,2

n

i=1

Ci
2ν

Ti −

Pi
2

≤

Ci
2ν

Ti −

n

Ti
2

=

1  Ci
m
≤
ν i=1 Ti
ν

(18)

Using Equations 17 and 18 in Theorem 4, τ dec is schedulable
under preemptive EDF on m cores each of speed 2ν if
1
2
1
m
≤ m − (m − 1) ⇔
−
≤1
ν
ν
ν
mν
From the above condition, τ dec must be schedulable if
2
ν ≤ 1 ⇔ ν ≥ 2 ⇔ 2ν ≥ 4
8

overhead ρ. If there exists any way to schedule τ on m unitspeed processor cores, then τ dec is schedulable under nonpreemptive global EDF on m cores, each of speed 4 + 2ρ.

VI. N ON -P REEMPTIVE G LOBAL EDF S CHEDULING
We now consider non-preemptive global EDF scheduling.
The original task set τ is scheduled based on node-level nonpreemption. In node-level non-preemptive scheduling, whenever the execution of a node in a DAG starts, the node’s
execution cannot be preempted by any task. Most parallel
languages and libraries have yield points at the ends of threads
(nodes of the DAG). Therefore, they allow low cost, userspace preemption at the end of threads. For these languages
and libraries, schedulers that require preemption only when
threads end can be implemented entirely in user-space (without
interaction with the kernel), and therefore have low overheads.
The decomposition converts each node of a DAG to a traditional multiprocessor (sub)task. Therefore, we consider fully
non-preemptive global EDF scheduling of the decomposed
tasks. Namely, once a job of a decomposed (sub)task starts
execution, it cannot be preempted by any other job.

Proof: Similar to Theorem 5, suppose we need each
processor core to be of speed 2ν to be able to schedule the
decomposed tasks τ dec . Since the non-preemption overhead of
τ dec on 2-speed cores is ρ, on 2ν-speed cores it is ρ/ν. Using
Equations 17 and 18 in Theorem 7, τ dec is schedulable under
non-preemptive EDF on m cores each of speed 2ν if
m
ρ
1
2+ρ
1
≤ m(1 − ) − (m − 1) ⇔
−
≤1
ν
ν
ν
ν
mν
From the above condition, task set τ dec is schedulable if
2+ρ
ν ≤ 1 ⇔ ν ≥ 2 + ρ ⇔ 2ν ≥ 4 + 2ρ
VII. E VALUATION
In this section, we describe some preliminary simulation
studies we have conducted to validate our bounds. While these
are small-scale studies, they seem to indicate that not only are
the theoretical bounds easily met, but also they are in fact quite
loose, primarily for non-preemptive scheduling. In particular,
in our experiments most task sets require augmentation of less
than 2 and all require augmentation of less than 3.
In our studies, DAGs are generated by ﬁrst ﬁxing the
number of nodes in the graph and then adding edges until
it becomes weakly connected. Nodes are assigned random
execution requirements from a given range. Each task is
assigned a valid harmonic period. To generate a task set, we
keep adding tasks to the set as long as their total utilization
upper bound (Equation 16) is still satisﬁed. Each result is
generated using at least 1000 task sets.
For the ﬁrst set of simulations, execution requirements of
the nodes in DAGs are in a range [50, 100] (making the nonpreemption overhead ρ = 2), and the average parallelism
of tasks (Ci /Pi ) is about 3.4. We test using 4, 8, and 16
processor cores, and task sets have an average utilization
of 3.13, 7.15, and 15.03, respectively. For every case, the
decomposed subtasks are scheduled under both preemptive and
non-preemptive EDF considering different speeds of the cores.
Figure 4 shows the failure rates (i.e., the ratio of the number of
unschedulable task sets to the total number of task sets) as the
processor speed increases. Under preemptive EDF, all task sets
are schedulable at speed 1.20, 0.92, and 0.96 respectively for
4, 8, and 16 processor cores. Under nonpreemptive scheduling,
the tasks require an augmentation of 3 (not shown to preserve
resolution), 2, and 1.3 respectively.
In the second set of simulations, we set the number of
cores to 16 and test the effect of non-preemption overhead
(ρ) on our decomposition (results shown in Figure 5). To
achieve a value of 1, 2, 5, and 10 for ρ, we assign execution
requirements from ranges [50, 50], [50, 100], [50, 250], and
[50, 500], respectively. Our results indicate that all tasks are
schedulable at speed of just 2, except when ρ = 1 where a few
test cases required speed more than 2 (up to 3). Surprisingly,
contrary to the theoretical bounds, higher values of ρ require
a smaller augmentation. We suspect that this might be due to

Lemma 6. For a set of DAG parallel tasks τ = {τ1 , · · · , τn },
let τ dec be the decomposed task set. If τ dec is schedulable under
some fully non-preemptive scheduling, then τ is schedulable
under node-level non-preemption.
Proof: Since the decomposition converts each node of a
DAG to an individual task, a fully non-preemptive scheduling
of τ dec preserves the node-level non-preemptive behavior of
task set τ . The rest of the proof follows from Lemma 3.
Under non-preemptive global EDF, we now present a
schedulability analysis for τ dec in terms of a resource augmentation bound which, by Lemma 6, is also a sufﬁcient analysis
for the DAG task set τ . This analysis exploits Theorem 7 for
non-preemptive global EDF scheduling of constrained deadline periodic tasks on traditional multiprocessor. The theorem
is a generalization of the result for implicit deadline tasks [32].
For a task set π, let Cmax (π) and Dmin (π) be the maximum
execution requirement and the minimum deadline among all
tasks in π. In non-preemptive scheduling, Cmax (π) represents
the maximum blocking time that a task may experience, and
plays major role in schedulability. Hence, a non-preemption
max (π)
overhead [32] ρ(π) = C
Dmin (π) .
Theorem 7. (From [32]) Any constrained deadline periodic task set π with total density δsum (π), maximum density
δmax (π), and non-preemption overhead ρ(π) is schedulable
using non-preemptive global EDF on m unit-speed cores if


δsum (π) ≤ m 1 − ρ(π) − (m − 1)δmax (π)
Let Emax and Emin be the maximum and minimum execution
requirement, respectively, among all nodes of all DAG tasks.
In non-preemptive scheduling of decomposed subtasks τ dec ,
the non-preemption overhead ρ on 2-speed processor cores is
max
given by ρ ≤ E
Emin . The overhead on unit-speed processor
cores is then 2ρ. Using an analysis similar to Section V,
Theorem 8 derives a resource augmentation bound of 4 + 2ρ
for non-preemptive global EDF scheduling of τ dec .
Theorem 8. For DAG model parallel tasks τ = {τ1 , · · · , τn },
let τ dec be the decomposed task set with non-preemption
9
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the particular method we use to generate DAGs, since in our
method, when ρ is smaller, the number of tasks in the task set
may be larger, making them more difﬁcult to schedule.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
As multi-core technology becomes mainstream in processor
design, real-time scheduling of parallel tasks is crucial to
exploit its potential. In this paper, we consider a general task
model and through a novel task decomposition, we prove a
resource augmentation bound of 4 for preemptive scheduling
and 4 plus a non-preemption overhead for non-preemptive
EDF scheduling. To our knowledge, these are the ﬁrst bounds
for real-time scheduling of general DAG model tasks. Through
simulations, we have observed that bounds in practice are
signiﬁcantly smaller than the theoretical bounds.
These results suggest many directions of future work. First,
the simulations indicate that the bounds may be loose, especially for non-preemptive scheduling. We can try to provide
better bounds and/or provide lower bound arguments that
suggest that the bounds are in fact tight. Second, we can
study the effect of caches on scheduling overhead. Requiring
non-preemption mitigates this problem to a certain extent,
but more can be done to optimize cache-locality. Finally, we
have ignored the effects of locks and other forms of nondeterministic synchronization in this paper. Generalizing these
bounds to some of those models would be very interesting.
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